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Introduction:  More than 970 meteorites have been found on a 

plateau of stratiform Tertiary marine sediments. A detailed discus-
sion of the geological setting and possible pairing of meteorites is 
given in [1]. We present here an updated version of the meteorite 
find locations (FIG. 1) and present additional information on this 
area with conditions favourable for the recognition and preservation 
of meteorites.  

Discussion: Most terrestrial ages of DAG meteorites are less 
than 25 ka and are comparable with those of other desert finds [2], 
however, SNC and lunar meteorites tend to have higher ages, possi-
bly because they contain no metal.  For chondrites with appreciable 
amounts of metal it is surprising that these meteorites survived the 
wet periods of past climates (11 to 3 ka before present). Several 
factors contribute to this including a chemical environment that does 
not favour rusting and the rapid elimination of surface water. These 
conditions are present at the DAG region. It is likely that meteorites 
that had accumulated during earlier arid periods were covered by 
soil and thus protected against physical and chemical weathering 
during wet periods. Today winds have removed this cover and ex-
posed again the meteorites on the surface. 
 

 
 
FIG. 1: Satellite image of the Dar al Gani area with meteorite finds 
until 2002. The width of the picture is about 175 km. To the east the 
large volcanic complex of Jabal Haruj is seen. Light rounded areas 
are depressions caused mainly by eolian deflation. Two large mete-
orite strewnfields can be recognized on the top and the lower left. 
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